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Abstract. We analyze common lifts of stochastic processes to rough paths/rough
drivers-valued processes and and give sufficient conditions for the cocycle property to
hold for these lifts. We show that random rough differential equations driven by such
lifts induce random dynamical systems. In particular, our results imply that rough
differential equations driven by the lift of fractional Brownian motion in the sense of
Friz-Victoir [FV10a] induce random dynamical systems.

Introduction

Rough paths theory can be seen as a pathwise solution theory for ordinary differ-
ential equations of the form

9yt � bpytq �
ḑ

i�1

σipytq 9xit; t P r0, T s

y0 P Rm
(0.1)

where the driving signal x : r0, T s Ñ Rd is “rough”, by which we mean only Hölder
continuous with possible small Hölder exponent, and in particular not differentiable;
basic references on the subject are [Lyo98, LQ02, LCL07]. One of Lyons key insights
was that equation (0.1) as it stands is actually not well-posed in general. More
precisely, the solution map x ÞÑ y, which is defined for smooth paths x, is not
closable for any reasonable topology on the respective path spaces. Instead, Lyons
understood that one has to enrich the path x with some “extra information” x,
often called Lévy area, which is then called a rough path x � px,xq. It turns out
that rough differential equations

dyt � bpytq dt� σpytq dxt; t P r0, T s
y0 P Rm

(0.2)

can be defined and solved under appropriate regularity conditions on b and σ, and
the solution coincides with the classical one when the driving path happens to be
smooth. Moreover, one can construct a topology on the space of rough paths for
which the Itô-Lyons solution map x ÞÑ y is continuous; this result is often referred
to as Lyons’ universal limit theorem.

One important application for rough paths theory is the pathwise solution to
stochastic differential equations. Indeed, the most interesting stochastic processes
do not possess smooth sample paths, like Brownian motion or general martingales.
Rough paths theory allows to solve stochastic differential equations pathwise, not
relying on Itô calculus; see for instance the monographs [FV10b, FH14] which em-
phasize the applications of rough paths theory in the field of stochastic analysis. An
immediate consequence is that “rough” stochastic differential equations generate a
continuous stochastic flow, i.e. a collection of random homeomorphisms pψs,tqs,tPr0,T s
on Rm which satisfy the flow property on a set of full measure; observe here that the
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rough path lift of a stochastic process is defined on a set of full measure, and the flow
property is a result of the deterministic theory, see [LQ98]. Note that establishing
the flow property for an Itô-SDE can cause problems since the solution is a priori
defined only outside a set of zero measure which depends on the whole equation, and
in particular on the initial condition. The most general stochastic flows are induced
by Kunita-type stochastic differential equations which take the form

dψ � V pψ, dtq (0.3)

where V is a stochastic process in the space of vector fields; see e.g. Kunita’s
monograph [Kun90]. In [BR15], two of us showed that also this type of equations
can be solved pathwise when enriching the vector field V with a suitable second order
object, and that one can extend the theory far beyond the semimartingale setting;
see also [Der10] and [DD12] where stochastic flow solutions of equations of the
form (0.3) where analyzed using classical rough paths theory in infinite dimensional
spaces.

If the probability space is a metric dynamical system and the driving process
satisfies the cocycle, or helix, property (such as Brownian motion), one can ask
whether the solution flow to an SDE induces a random dynamical system, in the
sense of L. Arnold [Arn98]. The theory of random dynamical systems is one of
the main tools for studying the long time behaviour of stochastic flows. For in-
stance, Oseledets’ Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem applies and yields the existence
of a Lyapunov spectrum [Arn98] which describes the spatial infinitesimal behaviour
of the flow and yields locally stable or unstable manifolds. Other interesting ob-
jects to study are random attractors, that is random sets which attract points
or even subsets in the state space moving according to the flow; see e.g. [CF94,
CDF97, Cra01, Cra02, Sch02] and [DS11] in the context of stochastic differential
equations. Random attractors are formulated using the language of random dy-
namical systems, and their properties can be analyzed by a study of the underlying
random dynamical system and, in particular, the Lyapunov spectrum; see [Deb98]
where the Hausdorff dimension of random attractors are studied or the recent works
[FGS16a, FGS16b, CGS16, Vor16] in which the question of synchronization of a
random attractor is adressed. Proving the cocycle property for an Itô-type sto-
chastic differential equation causes similar problems as it does for the flow property
since Itô-stochastic differential equations notoriously generate nullsets. To overcome
this difficulty, one of us established so-called perfection techniques which could then
be succesfully applied in the context of classical stochastic differential equations
[AS95, Sch96].

The present work makes a first attempt to systematically connect the two fields of
rough paths theory and random dynamical systems. In particular, we give sufficient
conditions under which a random rough differential equation

dYt � bpYtq dt� σpYtq dXtpωq; t P r0,8q (0.4)

induces a random dynamical system. Our main results imply the well-known fact
that a stochastic differential equation driven by a Brownian motion induces a random
dynamical system. Note that our results do not rely on perfection techniques and
are rather a consequence of the pathwise calculus. Using rough paths theory, we
can also go beyond the semimartingale framework and consider more general driving
processes. For instance, a two-sided fractional Brownian motion (fBm) BH : RÑ Rd
with Hurst index H P p0, 1q is known to satisfy the helix property. Furthermore,
for H P p1{4, 1q, the process has a natural lift to a rough paths valued process, see
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e.g. [FV10a], [FV10b, Chapter 15] or [FH14, Chapter 10]. Our results imply that
equation (0.4) driven by this lift of fBm induces a random dynamical system. Using
the theory of rough drivers established in [BR15], we can even take infinitely many
independent fractional Brownian motions pBH;iqiPN as a driver, solve the (formal)
equation

dYt � bpYtq dt�
8̧

i�1

σipYtq � dBH;i
t pωq; t P r0,8q

and our results show that also this equation induces a random dynamical system.
To summarize, the results in this work yield the existence of completely new ran-
dom dynamical systems and pave the way for a systematic study of the long time
behaviour of flows induced by random rough differential equations driven by very
general driving signals.

Let us now comment on the existing literature. A first attempt to study the long
time behaviour of stochastic differential equations driven by fractional Brownian
motion was made by Hairer and coauthors, cf. [Hai05, HO07, HP11, HP13] and the
following works [FP14, DPT16]. The approach in these works is very different from
ours, as the authors do not use the theory of random dynamical systems, and define
instead another object called stochastic dynamical system and give a description of
an invariant measure within this framework. Without going too much into detail
here, let us mention that this theory is closer to the usual Markovian semigroup
approach to invariant measures than the theory of random dynamical systems. In
particular, there is currently no analogue of the Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem in
this theory, and a study of attractors seems out of reach at this stage. In a series of
works, Garrido-Atienza, Lu and Schmalfuss use a pathwise calculus to generate ran-
dom dynamical systems from a class of stochastic partial differential equations driven
by a finite-dimensional fractional Brownian motion [GALS10, GALS15, GALS16].
The strategy is similar to ours, although they do not use rough paths theory but
the Riemann-Liouville representation of fBm and fractional calculus.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we define rough paths and rough
drivers indexed by the real numbers and collect some basic properties of the respec-
tive spaces. Section 2 discusses rough paths and drivers which satisfy the cocycle
property; we will call them rough cocycles. We give sufficient conditions for this
property to hold and show in particular that the lift of Brownian motion and frac-
tional Brownian motion obtain this property. In Section 3, we prove that rough
differential equations driven by rough cocycles induce random dynamical systems.
We collect some basic definitions and properties of rough path spaces and rough
drivers in several Appendices for the readers convenience.

Notation and basic definitions

 We shall always denote by
�
E, | � |� a real Banach space, not necessarily separable.

Given another Banach space F and a positive regularity exponent γ, we denote by
Cγb pF, F q the space of all continuous, bounded functions from F to itself which are
tγu-times Fréchet differentiable, with bounded derivatives, and for which the tγu-th
derivative is

�
γ � tγu

�
-Hölder continuous. We denote by L

�
E, Cγb pF, F q

�
the space

of bounded linear functions from E to Cγb pF, F q.
One can always define the algebraic tensor product E ba E, but a norm on this

vector space is not canonically given [Rya02]. In this article, we will choose a norm
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on E ba E which is compatible, i.e. we assume that

|v b w| � |w b v| and |v b w| ¤ |v||w| for all v, w P E. (0.5)

The Banach space E b E is defined as the closure with respect to this norm. Note
that compatibility is a very natural assumption and holds, for instance, for both the
projective and the injective tensor norm, cf. [Rya02, Chapter 2 and 3]. The same
assumptions are made for higher order tensor products. For N ¥ 1, set

TN pEq :� R` E ` . . .` EbN ,

and

TN1 pEq :� 1` E ` . . .` EbN .

The maps
πk : TN pEq Ñ Ebk

are the usual projection maps defined for k � 0, . . . , N . For g P TN pEq set

|g| :� max
k�0,...,N

|πkpgq|.

If g � p1, g1, . . . , gN q and h � p1, h1, . . . , hN q are elements in TN1 pEq, we define
g b h P TN1 pEq by setting

πkpg b hq �
ķ

i�0

gk�i b hi

for k � 0, . . . , N . It can be shown that pTN1 pEq,bq is a topological group with unit
element 1 � p1, 0, . . . , 0q – see for instance [LCL07, Section 2.2.1].

 If I is a subset of R and x : I Ñ E is some path in E, we use the notation
xs,t :� xt � xs for s, t P I. For p P r1,8q, we define the p-variation (semi-)norm by
setting

}x}p�var;I :� sup
D

�¸
tiPD

|xti�1 � xti |p
� 1

p

where the supremum ranges over all finite subsets D � tt0   t1   . . .   tNu of I.
Note that this seminorm becomes a norm if we restrict it to a space of functions
with value 0 at some given time point. If x, y : I Ñ E are two paths, we set

dp�var;Ipx, yq :� }x� y}p�var;I .

 Let pΩ,Fq and pX,Bq be measurable spaces. A family θ � pθtqtPR of maps from
Ω to itself is called a measurable dynamical system if

(i) pω, tq ÞÑ θtω is F b BpRq{F-measurable,

(ii) θ0 � Id,

(iii) θs�t � θs � θt, for all s, t P R.

If P is furthermore a probability on pΩ,Fq that is invariant by any of the elements
of θ,

P � θ�1
t � P

for every t P R, we call the tuple
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
a measurable metric dynamical system.

Let T be either R or r0,8q, equipped with its Borel σ-algebra. A measurable random
dynamical system on pX,Bq is a measurable metric dynamical system

�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
with a measurable map

ϕ : T� Ω�X Ñ X
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that enjoys the cocycle property, i.e. ϕ0pωq � IdX , for all ω P Ω, and

ϕt�spωq � ϕtpθsωq � ϕspωq (0.6)

for all s, t P T and ω P Ω. IfX is a topological space and the map ϕ�pω, �q : T�X Ñ X
is continuous for every ω P Ω, it is called a continuous random dynamical system.

1 Rough paths and rough drivers on the real line

One of the main sources of continuous time random dynamical systems is given by
the random flows generated by stochastic differential equations of Itô-Stratonovich
or Kunita-type; see Arnold’s book [Arn98] for a well-documented reference on the
subject. We show in the next two section that the setting of rough flows introduced
in [BR15] offers a wealth of other examples beyond the classical paradigm of Itô’s
stochastic calculus. To make a long story short, while T. Lyons’ theory of rough
paths provides a deterministic and pathwise view on stochastic differential equations,
the setting of rough flows provides a deterministic counterpart of Kunita-Le Jan-
Watanabe theory of stochastic flows [LJ82, Kun90]. We shall not give here an
introduction to these theories and refer instead a newcomer in this field to the
pedagogic lecture notes [FH14, Bai14a], and the articles [BR15, BC16]. Appendix B
contains however some elementary definitions and facts on rough paths in a Banach
setting, and Appendix C gives a bird’s eye view on rough drivers and rough flows.
Nothing more than a working knowledge of the definition of a rough path and a
rough driver, and the basic well-posedness results for rough differential equations
on paths and flows, will be used in the present work. We invite the reader to have
in mind the image of a rough path as an integrator, playing the role of a multi-
dimensional control h in a controlled ordinary differential equation 9xt �

°
Vipxtq 9hit,

for some given vector fields Vi on Rm say, and to have in mind the image of a rough
driver as a time dependent vector field. The fields Vip�q 9hit that appear in controlled
ordinary differential equations, and their generalisation with rough paths as controls,
are special cases of such rough drivers.

Rough paths and rough drivers are usually defined on compact intervals; the
extension of these notions on the whole real line is done as follows. Set

I0 :�
!
I � R : I is a compact interval containing 0

)
.

Definition – We denote by C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq� the space of continuous paths

x : RÑ TN1 pEq
for which x|I P C0,p�var

0

�
I, TN1 pEq�, for every interval I P I0. We equip this set with

the coarsest topology for which the projection maps

C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq�Ñ C0,p�var

0

�
I, TN1 pEq�

x ÞÑ x|I
are continuous for all intervals I P I0.

1. Proposition – Let p P r1,8q and N ¥ 1. The space C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq� is a

completely metrizable topological space. It is separable, and therefore Polish, if and
only if E is separable.
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Proof – One can easlily check that

dp�varpx,yq :�
8̧

m�1

2�m
�
dp�var;r�m,mspx,yq ^ 1

	
is a complete metric which induces the topology on the space. It remains to
consider separability. We can extend every continuous path x : r0, 1s Ñ TN1 pEq
to a continuous path on the whole real line by setting it constant outside r0, 1s.
Thus, we see that the space C0,p�var

0

�r0, 1s, TN1 pEq� is homeomorphic to a subset

of C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq�. If E is not separable, we know from Proposition 24 that

C0,p�var
0

�r0, 1s, TN1 pEq� is not separable which implies that C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq�

can not be separable either. Next, assume that E is separable. From Proposition
24, we know that C0,p�var

0

�
I, TN1 pEq� is a Polish spaces for every interval I P I0.

Set Xn :� C0,p�var
0

�r�n, ns, TN1 pEq� for n P N. If n ¥ m, we define maps
ϕnm : Xn Ñ Xm by setting ϕpxq � x|r�m,ms. One can check that tXn, ϕnm,Nu
defines a projective system of topological spaces and that the projective limit is
homeomorphic to C0,p�var

0

�
R, TN1 pEq�. Recall that the projective limit is defined

as a subset of the product space Π8
n�1Xn, and that this subset is even a closed

subspace of the product space since all Xn are Hausdorff spaces – see for instance
[RZ10, Proposition 1.1.1 and Lemma 1.1.2]. Since countable products and closed
subspaces of Polish spaces are again Polish [Coh80, Proposition 8.1.3. and
Proposition 8.1.1.], the projective limit is a Polish space and the claim follows.
B

We have a similar definition for rough drivers.

Definition – Let 2 ¤ p   3 and p� 2   ρ ¤ 1 be given. A weak (geometric) pp, ρq-
rough driver on the real line R is a family of maps Vs,t �

�
Vs,t,Vs,t

�
, s ¤ t P R,

such that all V|I �
�
V |I ,V|I

�
are (geometric) pp, ρq-rough driver for every I P I0.

If V and V1 are (geometric) pp, ρq-rough drivers, set

dp,ρpV,V1q :�
8̧

m�1

2�m
�
dp,ρ;r�m,mspV|r�m,ms,V1|r�m,msq ^ 1

	
.

We denote by Dp,ρ
g the set of geometric pp, ρq-rough drivers equipped with the metric

dp,ρ.

2 Rough cocycles

Working in the setting of rough paths and rough drivers, our building blocks for
constructing continuous time random dynamical systems will thus be Itô-type and
Kunita-type cocycles, such as defined here.

2. Definition – Let
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
be a measurable metric dynamical system.

 Let p P r1,8q. A process X : R� Ω Ñ T
tpu
1 pEq is called a geometric p-rough

path cocycle if

Xpωq P C0,p�var
0

�
R, T tpu

1 pEq�, for every ω P Ω,

and if the cocycle relation

Xs�tpωq � Xspωq bXtpθsωq (2.1)
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holds for every ω P Ω and every s, t P R, that is

Xs,s�tpωq � Xtpθsωq, (2.2)

with the increment notation.

 Let 2 ¤ p   3 and p � 2   ρ ¤ 1 be given. A Dp.ρ
g - valued random variable

V is called a geometric p-rough driver cocycle if one has the identity

Vs,s�tpωq � V0,tpθsωq (2.3)

for every ω P Ω and every s P R and t P r0,8q.
We simply talk of a rough path or a rough driver cocycle.

2.1 Existence of rough path cocycles

Our aim in this section is to give sufficient conditions under which a rough paths
valued process defines a rough path cocycle. We start with a simple identity for
iterated integrals of smooth paths. For a path x : R Ñ E, we set as usual xs,t :�
xt � xs, and define

pϑuxqt :� xt�u � xu.

3. Lemma – Let x, y : R Ñ E be two E-valued paths. Let ru, vs be a closed interval
in R and u � t0   . . .   tN � v be a finite partition of ru, vs. Choose t1i P rti, ti�1s
for i � 0, . . . , N � 1. Then for every h P R,

N�1̧

i�0

xs,t1i b yti,tt�1 �
N�1̧

i�0

pϑhxqs�h,t̂1i b pϑhyqt̂i,t̂i�1

where t̂i � ti � h and t̂1i � t1i � h. In particular, provided the Riemann sums above
converge, we have the identity» t

s
xs,u b dyu �

» t�h
s�h

pϑhxqs�h,u b dpϑhyqu.

Proof – This is just a simple calculation, since¸
i

�
xpt1iq � xpsq�b �

ypti�1q � yptiq
�

�
¸
i

�pϑhxqpt1i � hq � xphq � xpsq�b �pϑhyqpti�1 � hq � pϑhyqpti � hq�
�

¸
i

�pϑhxqpt̂1iq � pϑhxqps� hq�b �pϑhyqpt̂i�1q � pϑhyqpt̂iq
�
.

B

4. Proposition – Let x : R Ñ E be a continuous path which is locally of finite p-
variation for some p P r1, 2q. Then»

∆n
s,t

dxb � � � b dx �
»

∆n
s�h,t�h

dpϑhxq b � � � b dpϑhxq P Ebn

for every interval rs, ts and every h P R where the integrals exist as Young integrals.

Proof – The Young integrals exist as limit of Riemann sums – see for instance
[LCL07, Theorem 1.16] for a proof for Banach space valued paths. The equality
follows by applying Lemma 3 repeatedly. B
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Although elementary, the next result will be our workhorse in this section.

5. Theorem – Let p P r1,8q and N ¥ 1 be given. Let also
�

Ω,F ,P
�

be a probability

space and let X be a C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq�-valued random variable defined on that

probability space. Assume that X has stationary increments, that is the distribution
of the process

�
Xt0,t0�h

�
hPR does not depend on t0 P R. Then there exists a metric

dynamical system
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
and a C0,p�var

0

�
R, TN1 pEq�-valued random variable X

defined on Ω, such that X has the same law as X, while X enjoys the cocycle property
(2.1), or (2.2).

Proof – Set

Ω :� C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq�,

and let F be the Borel σ-algebra and P be the law of X. Define θ by

pθtωqpsq � ωptq�1 b ωpt� sq
and define X as the canonical coordinate process

Xtpωq :� ωptq.
Since X has stationary increments, P is invariant under any shift θt, for every
t P R. The only property we need to prove is the joint measurability of the map
pt, ωq ÞÑ θtω. Recall the definition of the rough path-lift operator on ’smooth’
path, given in equation (B.1), in Appendix B. By definition, we know that there
is a dense subset Ω0 � Ω such that every ω P Ω0 has the property that for every
interval p�a, bq containing 0,

ω|p�a,bq � SN pxq
for some x P C0,1�var

0

�p�a, bq, E�. In a first step, we show that t ÞÑ θtω is
continuous for every ω P Ω0. Fix ω P Ω0 and let tn Ñ t. We have to prove
that dp�var;p�a,bq

�
θtnω, θtω

� Ñ 0 for n Ñ 8. Choose m sufficiently large
such that ps � tnq P r�m,ms for every s P p�a, bq and every n P N. Let

x P C0,1�var
0

�r�m,ms, E� be such that SN pxq � ω|r�m,ms. By continuity of SN ,
the claim follows from Proposition 4 if we can prove that��ϑtx� ϑtnx

��
1�var;Ip�a,bq

Ñ 0

for nÑ8 where ϑtx � xt���xt . By definition of the space C0,1�var
0

�r�m,ms, E�
as the closure of smooth paths, we may assume that x itself is smooth. In this
case,

��ϑtx� ϑtnx
��
1�var;p�a,bq

�
» b
�a

��x1t�s � x1tn�s
�� dsÑ 0

for nÑ8 by continuity of x1 and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem;
so t ÞÑ θtω is indeed continuous for ω P Ω0.

Now let ω P Ω be arbitrary and ε ¡ 0 be given. Since Ω0 is dense, we can
find an ω̂ P Ω0 such that dp�var;r�m,mspω, ω̂q ¤ ε{3. By the triangle inequality,

dp�var;p�a,bq

�
θtnω, θtω

�
is no greater than

dp�var;p�a,bq

�
θtnω, θtnω̂

�� dp�var;p�a,bq

�
θtnω̂, θtω̂

�� dp�var;p�a,bq

�
θtω̂, θtω

�
¤ 2dp�var;r�m,mspω, ω̂q � dp�var;p�a,bq

�
θtnω̂, θtω̂

� ¤ ε
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for n sufficiently large. This shows that t ÞÑ θtω is continuous for every fixed
ω P Ω. Now fix t P R and assume ωn Ñ ω. Choose m ¥ 1 such that s � t P
r�m,ms for every s P p�a, bq; then

dp�var;p�a,bq

�
θtωn, θtω

� ¤ dp�var;r�m,ms

�
ωn, ω

�Ñ 0

for n Ñ 8, thus ω ÞÑ θtω is continuous for every fixed t P R and in particular
measurable. This implies that pt, ωq ÞÑ θtω is jointly measurable. B

6. Corollary – Let pXnqn¥1 be a sequence of stochastic processes with values in

C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq�, and stationary increments. Assume they converge in law to

some limit process X. Then there exists a metric dynamical system
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
and a C0,p�var

0

�
R, TN1 pEq�-valued random variable X with the same law as X, which

enjoys furthermore the cocycle property (2.2).

Proof – Using that the laws of the processes Xn and X are determined through their
finite dimensional distributions, one sees that X also has stationary increments,
so the claim follows from Theorem 5. B

In the following, we show how one can use natural approximation procedures to
prove that some interesting classes of random processes enjoy the cocycle property.

2.1.1 Approximation by convolution

Convolution provides a very natural approximation of a stochastic process which
satisfies the cocycle property because the latter is preserved, as this section will
make it clear. Let X : R � Ω Ñ E be a continuous stochastic process, i.e. X is
jointly measurable and t ÞÑ Xtpωq is continuous for every ω P Ω. Let µ be a measure
on R with a continuous, compactly supported density. Set

Xµ
t pωq :�

» �
Xt�upωq �X�upωq

	
µpduq.

Note that the integral indeed exists as a limit of Riemann sums which implies that
Xµ : R � Ω Ñ E is again a stochastic process with continuous trajectories. A
straightforward calculation justifies the following fact.

7. Lemma – Let
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
be a measurable metric dynamical system and X : R �

Ω Ñ E a continuous stochastic process which satisfies the cocycle property. Then
Xµ also satisfies the cocycle property.

Our main result concerning approximations by convolution is the following.

8. Proposition – Let X : R Ñ E be a continuous stochastic process with stationary
increments and X0 � 0 almost surely. Let µn be a sequence of compactly supported
probability measures on R, with a continuously differentiable density with respect
to Lebesgue measure, and such that µn converges weakly to the Dirac mass δ0 as n
tends to 8. Denote by Xn the canonical lift of Xµn to the space C0,p�var

0 pR, TN1 pEqq.
Assume that the Xn converge in law to some limit process X. Then there exists a
metric dynamical system

�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
and a C0,p�var

0 pR, TN1 pEqq-valued random vari-

able X with the same law as X, while it also enjoys the cocycle property (2.2).
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Proof – We may assume, without loss of generality, that the underlying probability
space pΩ,F ,Pq is given by Ω � C0pR, Eq, with F its Borel σ-algebra and P is the
probability measure for which X is given as the canonical process. Moreover,
we may assume that X satisfies the cocycle property for the shift map θtω �
ωp� � tq � ωptq. By Lemma 7, it follows that every Xµn satisfies the cocycle
property. Since the sample paths of the processes Xµn are smooth, we can
apply Proposition 4 and see that the canonical lifts Xn of Xµn also satisfy the
cocycle property for every n P N. By assumption, Xn converges weakly to X as
n goes to 8, so the claim follows from Corollary 6. B

It follows that the natural rough paths lift of a Gaussian process with stationary
increments defines a cocycle. Recall the notion of finite %-variation for a function
indexed by a 2-dimensional parameter, such as used in rough paths theory in the
setting of Gaussian rough paths [FV10a, FH14].

9. Corollary – Let X : R Ñ Rd be a continuous, centered Gaussian process with
stationary increments and independent components. Assume that its covariance
function has finite 2-dimensional %-variation on every square rs, ts2 in R2, for some
% P r1, 2q. Let X stand for the natural lift of X, in the sense of Friz-Victoir, with

sample paths in the space C0,p�var
0

�
R, T tpu

1 pRdq�, for every p ¡ 2%. There exists

a metric dynamical system
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
and a C0,p�var

0

�
R, T tpu

1 pRdq�-valued random

variable X with the same law as X which also enjoys the cocyle property.

Proof – The assumption of finite %-variation of the covariance function is the key
assumption which guarantees the existence of a natural lift X on every compact
interval r�L,Ls, L ¥ 1 – cf. [FV10b, Theorem 15.33] and [FGGR16] for a
further discussion. Glueing together these lifts, we obtain a process X which is
defined on the whole real line. Note that on compact intervals, it follows from
[FV10b, Theorem 15.45] that X is the limit in probability of approximations by
convolutions Xn in the sense above, so we also have the convergence

Xn Ñ X

in probability for nÑ8, and we can conclude with Proposition 8. B

10. Example – The result above can be applied to the lift of a (two-sided) fractional
Brownian motion BH : RÑ Rd with Hurst parameter H ¡ 1{4 for p ¡ 1{H ([FV10b,
Proposition 15.5]).

2.1.2 Piecewise linear approximations

Let X : RÑ E be a stochastic process and

D � t. . .   ti   ti�1   . . .u
be a countable ordered subset of R for which inf D � �8 and supD � 8. We define
the piecewise linear approximation XD of X with respect to D by setting

XD
t :� Xti � pt� tiq

Xti�1 �Xti

ti�1 � ti

for t P rti, ti�1s. It should be clear that we cannot expect the cocycle property to
hold for XD even if it holds for X. However, the following weak form still holds.
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11. Lemma – Let
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
be a measurable metric dynamical system and X : R �

Ω Ñ E be a stochastic process enjoying the cocycle property. Assume that D consists
of equidistant consecutive points, so ti�1 � ti �: δ does not depend on i. Then

XD
t pθhωq �XD

s pθhωq � XD
t�hpωq �XD

s�hpωq
for every s, t P R and every h P δZ.

Similarly as for the convolution, we have the following result.

12. Proposition – Let X : R�Ω Ñ E be a continuous stochastic process with stationary
increments. Set Dn :� tk2�n : k P Zu, and denote by Xn the canonical lift of

XDn to the space C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq�, where p ¥ 1. If Xn converges in law to

some limit process X, then there exists a metric dynamical system
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
and

a C0,p�var
0

�
R, TN1 pEq�-valued random variable X with the same law as X that has

furthermore the cocyle property (2.2).

Proof – The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 8. Again, we may assume
that the underlying probability space pΩ,F ,Pq is given by Ω � C0pR, Eq, with
F its Borel σ-algebra and P is the probability measure for which X is given as
the canonical process. Set D :� �

nDn. Using Lemma 3 and Lemma 11, we can
conclude that

L
�
Xt,t�h : h P R

�
(2.4)

does not depend on t P D. Since the process X is continuous, the family of laws
(2.4) actually does not depend on t P R, and the claim follows from Proposition
5. B

13. Corollary – Let M : R Ñ Rd be a continuous semimartingale with stationary in-
crements. Denote by M : RÑ T 2

1 pRdq the Stratonovich lift of M for some p P p2, 3q.
Then there exists a metric dynamical system

�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
and a C0,p�var

0

�
R, T 2

1 pRdq
�
-

valued random variable M which has the same law as M and enjoys the cocycle
property.

Proof – We know from [FV10b, Theorem 14.16] that M can be approximated in p-
variation metric on compact sets by the canonical lift of dyadic approximations
in probability. (Note that [FV10b, Theorem 14.16] is actually formulated for
continuous local martingales only. However, on [FV10b, p. 386] it is explained
why this result implies the same statement for semimartingales.) We conclude
as in Corollary 9 using Proposition 12. B

In [LLQ02], Ledoux, Lyons and Qian consider rough path lifts of V -valued Wiener
processes. We quickly recall the definition here. Assume that

�
E,H, γ

�
is a Gaussian

Banach space, that is E is a separable Banach space, γ is a centered Gaussian
measure on the Borel sets of E and H denotes the Cameron-Martin space, that is
a separable Hilbert space which is continuously embedded in E. Note that by the
Riesz representation theorem, the dual space E� can be considered as a subspace
of H. Gaussian measure means that every continuous, linear functional λ on E
has a Gaussian law N

�
0, |λ|2H

�
. Let

�
Ω,F ,P

�
be a probability space. A stochastic

process X : RÑ E is called Wiener process based on
�
E,H, γ

�
if

(a) X0 � 0 almost surely,
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(b) X has independent increments and

λpXt �Xsq � N
�

0, pt� sq|λ|2H
	

for all s ¤ t, and λ P E�,

(c) almost all sample paths t ÞÑ Xtpωq are continuous.

For proving the existence of a natural lift of such a process, Ledoux, Lyons and
Qian introduce a further condition on the norm chosen on the algebraic tensor
product E ba E and the Gaussian measure γ. If this condition is satisfied, they call
the pair

�| � |EbE , γ� exact. In order not to distract the reader with technical details,
we do not to repeat the definition of exactness here and refer her/him instead to
[LLQ02, Definition 1, p. 565]. If this condition is satisfied, they can show that for
each fixed p�a, bq, the natural lifts Xn of the dyadic approximations Xn converge

in the space C0,p�var
0

�p�a, bq, T 2
1 pEq

�
almost surely for every p P p2, 3q – [LLQ02,

Theorem 2 and 3]. We can glue the processes together to obtain a lift X which has

almost surely sample paths in C0,p�var
0

�
R, T 2

1 pEq
�
. Using Proposition 12, we obtain

the following result.

14. Corollary – Assume that
�| � |EbE , γ� is exact, and let X : R Ñ E be a Wiener

process based on pE,H, γq, with p-rough path lift X : RÑ T 2
1 pEq, for some p P p2, 3q.

Then there exists a metric dynamical system
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
and a C0,p�var

0

�
R, T 2

1 pEq
�
-

valued random variable X that has the same law as X and enjoys the cocycle property
12.

2.2 Existence of rough driver cocycles

Let
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
be a measurable metric dynamical system and V : R � Ω Ñ

C0
b pRm,Rmq a continuous time dependent random vector field. Following L. Arnold

(and others), we call V a helix if

Vs,s�tpωq � V0,tpθsωq
holds for every ω P Ω and every s, t P R.

15. Proposition – Let 2 ¤ p   3 and p � 2   ρ ¤ 1 be given, and assume that
Vpωq � pV pωq,Vpωqq is a pp, ρq-rough driver for every ω P Ω with associated vector
field W pωq. Assume that V is a helix. Set Dn :� tk2n : k P Zu, V n :� V Dn,

Wn
s,tpxq :� 1

2

» t
s
rV n
du1 , V

n
du2spxq

where the integrals are defined as Riemann-Stieltjes integrals,

Vns,t :�Wn
s,t �

1

2
V n
s,tV

n
s,t

and Vn :� pV n,Vnq. Assume that

dp,ρpVn,Vq Ñ 0

in probability for n Ñ 8. Then there is an indistinguishable version of V which
enjoyes the cocycle property.
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Proof – By definition of the piecewise-linear approximation, V n
s,s�tpωq � V n

0,tpθsωq
for every s, t P Dn. Proposition 4 implies that also Wn

s,s�tpωq � Wn
0,tpθsωq for

every s, t P Dn. Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that dp,ρpVn,Vq Ñ 0

for nÑ8 on a subset Ω̃ of full measure. This implies that the cocycle property
holds for V for every ω P Ω̃ and every s, t P �

nDn, the dense set of dyadic
numbers. By continuity, it then holds for every s, t P R. We can define a
indistinguishable version by setting the driver equal to 0 outside Ω̃. B

16. Example – If M is a martingale vector field, there is a natural lift of M to a
rough driver M, cf. [BR15, Theorem 18]. If M is a martingale helix (cf. [Arn98,
2.3.8 Definition]), we can apply the former proposition to the lift M, using the
approximation result given in [BR15, Theorem 22], to obtain a indistinguishable
version which is a rough driver cocycle.

2.3 Gaussian drivers

The theory of stochastic flows was built in the early eighties after the pioneering
works of the Russian school on the study of the dependence of solutions to stochastic
differential equations on initial conditions [BF61, GS72]. One can consider as one
of the early achievements of that theory the characterization of Brownian flows
as solutions of stochastic differential equations driven by infinitely many Brownian
motions – this was made clear by the works of Harris, Baxendale and Le Jan [Har81,
Bax80, LJ82]. Following this line of development, we discuss in this section Gaussian
drivers which take the form

Vs,tpx, ωq �
8̧

n�1

σnpxq
�
βnt � βns

�pωq (2.5)

where pσnqn¥1 is a family of vector fields in Rm and pβnqn¥1 is a family of continuous,
real-valued Gaussian processes. By a formal calculation,» t

s
rVdu1 , Vdu2spxq �

» t
s
V i
s,upxqBiVdupxq �

» t
s
BiVs,upxqV i

dupxq

�
8̧

n,k�1

σinpxqBiσkpxq
» t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u � Biσnpxqσikpxq

» t
s
βns,u dβ

k
u

�
8̧

n,k�1

rσn, σkspxq
» t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u .

(2.6)

The calculation is formal because we have to give a meaning to the stochastic in-
tegrals (at least for n � k) and furthermore make sure that the series converge.
Sufficient conditions which even lead to a rough driver are given in the next theo-
rem. Before we state it, we recall the notion of two-dimensional %-variation – see
for instance [FV10a] or [FH14, Chapter 10]). If R : rs, ts2 Ñ R is a function and
% P r1,8q, set

}R}%;rs,ts2 :� sup
D,D1

�
� ¸
tiPD,t1jPD1

��Rpti�1, t
1
j�1q �Rpti, t1j�1q �Rpti�1, t

1
jq �Rpti, t1jq

��%
�


1
%

where the supremum ranges over all finite subsets D and D1 of rs, ts.
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17. Theorem – Let
�
Ω,F ,Pq be a probability space. Let pσnqn¥1 be a family of vector

fields in Rm such that

8̧

n�1

}σn}C2�γ   8 and
8̧

n,k�1

��rσn, σks��C1�γ   8

for some 0   γ ¤ 1. Furthermore, assume that there is an η ¡ 0 and a constant
κ ¡ 0 such that

8̧

n�1

��Diσnpxq
�� ¤ κ

1� |x|η and
8̧

n,k�1

��Djrσn, σkspxq
�� ¤ κ2

1� |x|2η

for every x P Rm, i � 0, 1, 2 and j � 0, 1. Let pβnqn¥1 be a family of real-valued, cen-
tered, identically distributed, independent and continuous Gaussian processes start-
ing at 0 defined on the real line. Set Rps, tq :� E

�
β1
sβ

1
t

�
. Assume that there is a

% P �1, 3
2

�
and a positive constant M such that

}R}%;rs,ts2 ¤M |t� s|1{% (2.7)

holds for every s ¤ t. Then the following holds true.

(i) The stochastic integrals » t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u

exist as limit of Riemann sums in LqpPq for every n, k P N, n � k, s ¤ t and
q ¥ 1. Furthermore, the series (2.5) and (2.6) converge in LqpPq for any
q ¥ 1 towards continuous vector fields V and

³rVdu1 , Vdu2s in Rm. Setting

Ws,tpxq :� 1

2

» t
s
rVdu1 , Vdu2spxq and Vs,t :�Ws,t � 1

2
Vs,tVs,t,

the pair V :� pV,Vq is almost surely a geometric pp, ρq-rough driver for any
pp, ρq satisfying p P p2%, 3q, ρ P p0, γq and p � 2   ρ   1. Furthermore, the
random variables

sup
�L¤s¤t¤L

}Vs,t}C2�ρ

|t� s|1{p and

d
sup

�L¤s¤t¤L

}Ws,t}C1�ρ

|t� s|2{p

have Gaussian tails for any L ¥ 0.

(ii) Assume in addition that
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
is a measurable metric dynamical system

and that all βn satisfy the helix property, i.e. that

βns,s�tpωq � βn0,tpθsωq
holds for every ω P Ω, s, t P R and n P N. Then there is an indistinguishable
version of V which enjoys the cocycle property and therefore defines a rough
driver cocycle.

Proof – We start with (i). The condition (2.7) is the key assumption in Gaussian
rough paths theory (cf. [FV10a]) and implies in particular the existence of the
stochastic integrals, cf. [FH14, Proposition 10.3]. Note that it also (trivially)

implies that }βns,t}L2 ¤
?
M |t � s|1{p2%q holds for every s ¤ t and n P N, and

Kolmogorovs continuity theorem shows that the sample paths of βn are 1{p-
Hölder continuous for every p ¡ 2%. Furthermore, the same Proposition (cf.
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also the discussion on p. 135 in [FH14]) shows that there is a constant C1 ¡ 0
such that ����

» t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u

����
L2pPq

¤ C1|t� s|1{% (2.8)

holds for any s ¤ t and n, k P N. Fix some L ¡ 0. We first claim that the series

8̧

n�1

σnpxqβnt (2.9)

converges uniformly in the space C
�r�L,Ls, C0

b pRm,Rmq
�

almost surely. Set

SN :�
Ņ

n�1

}σn}C0}βn}8;r�L,Ls

and note that pSN q is a submartingale. Clearly,

sup
N¥1

ErSN s ¤ E
�
}β1}8;r�L,Ls

� 8̧

n�1

}σn}C0   8

which implies, by the martingale convergence theorem, that pSN q converges
almost surely. By the Weierstrass criterion for uniform convergence, the series
(2.9) indeed converges uniformly almost surely, and we set

Vtpxq :�
8̧

n�1

σnpxqβnt .

We can now repeat the same argument for the series

8̧

n�1

Biσnpxqβnt and
8̧

n�1

B2
i,jσnpxqβnt

which shows their uniform convergence and the identities

BiVtpxq �
8̧

n�1

Biσnpxqβnt , B2
i,jVtpxq �

8̧

n�1

B2
i,jσnpxqβnt .

Now take s ¤ t. We have the estimate

}Vt � Vs}C0 ¤ |t� s|1{p
8̧

n�1

}σn}C0}βn}1{p�Höl;r�L,Ls.

Arguing as before, we can conclude that the series is almost surely convergent.
The same holds for the first and second derivative, and we can conclude that

sup
�L¤s¤t¤L

}Vs,t}C2

|t� s|1{p   8

almost surely. Next, our assumptions imply that there is a constant C2 ¡ 0
such that for any q ¥ 1,

��D2Vs,tpxq �D2Vs,tpyq
��
Lq
¤ C2

?
q|t� s|1{p2%q|x� y|γ

?
M

8̧

n�1

}D2σn}Cγ ,

��D2Vs,tpxq
��
Lq
¤ C2

?
q

?
Mκ|t� s|1{p2%q

1� |x|η ,
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for any s, t P r�L,Ls and x P Rm. We can now apply the Kolmogorov criterion
for rough drivers [BR15, Theorem 12] to conclude that

sup
�L¤s¤t¤L

}Vs,t}C2�ρ

|t� s|1{p   8

almost surely for any ρ P p0, γq. Next we consider the series

8̧

n,k�1

rσn, σkspxq
» t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u .

Fix s, t P r�L,Ls. It is easy to check that the series converges uniformly in the
space C0

b pRm,Rmq in L2pPq, and we denote the limit by Ws,t. Using that the
iterated integrals are elements in the second chaos and the L2 estimates (2.8),
we can furthermore deduce that there is a constant C3 ¡ 0 such that

��Ws,tpxq �Ws,tpyq
��
Lq
¤ C3q|t� s|1{%|x� y|γ

8̧

n,k�1

��rσn, σks��C1 ,

and ��Ws,tpxq
��
Lq
¤ C3qκ

2|t� s|1{%
1� |x|2η

hold for every x, y P Rm, s, t P r�L,Ls and q ¥ 1. Similar estimates can be
given for V , and we can use them for the Kolmogorov theorem [BR15, Theorem
12] to deduce that

sup
�L¤s¤t¤L

}Ws,t}C0

|t� s|2{p   8

almost surely. For every i � 1, . . . ,m, it is easy to see that

Zis,t �
8̧

n,k�1

Birσn, σks
» t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u

exists as L2-limit in the space C0
b pRm,Rmq, and repeating the same arguments

as above show that

sup
�L¤s¤t¤L

}Zis,t}Cρ
|t� s|2{p   8

almost surely for every ρ P p0, γq. We can now find a subsequence such that

Ņ

n,k�1

rσn, σks
» t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u Ñ Vs,t and

Ņ

n,k�1

Birσn, σks
» t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u Ñ Zis,t

for N Ñ8 almost surely in the space C0
b pRm,Rmq. This shows that actually

Ņ

n,k�1

Birσn, σks
» t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u Ñ BiVs,t

almost surely for the same subsequence. Since we could have started with any
subsequence, this shows that

8̧

n,k�1

Birσn, σks
» t
s
βks,u dβ

n
u � BiVs,t
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where the limit is understood in probability. This implies that Zis,t � BiVs,t
almost surely for every s, t P r�L,Ls. We can show the same equality on set of
full measure for every s, t P r�L,Ls XQ, and continuity implies that Zi � BiV
almost surely. Thus we obtain

sup
�L¤s¤t¤L

}Ws,t}C1�ρ

|t� s|2{p   8.

Since L ¡ 0 was arbitrary, this shows that V and W define a weakly geometric
pp, ρq-rough driver. They actually define a geometric pp, ρq-rough driver since
the piecewise-linear approximations converge, cf. part (ii). The stated tail
estimates also follow from the Kolmogorov theorem [BR15, Theorem 12].

For proving (ii), note that piecewise-linear approximations of βn and their it-
erated integrals converge in LqpPq to the original process resp. their iterated
integrals, cf. [FH14, Corollary 10.6 and Remark 10.7]. We can then perform a
similar strategy as above, using the Kolmogorov theorem for rough driver dis-
tance [BR15, Theorem 13], to see that the piecewise linear approximations of V
and W converge to the respective processes in probability. Using Proposition
15 implies the claim. We leave the details to the reader. B

18. Example – The result can be applied for pβnq being fractional Brownian motions
with Hurst parameter H P p1{3, 1q provided the pσnq are sufficiently smooth and
decay sufficiently fast as stated.

3 Random dynamical systems induced by RDEs

Let
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
be a measurable metric dynamical system. We first consider rough

differential equations on infinite dimensional spaces, studied e.g. in [LCL07, Bai14b,
BGLY14]. Let E and F stand for two (non-necessarily separable) Banach spaces.

Lyons’ Universal Limit Theorem states that for x P C0,p�var
0

�r0, T s, T tpu
1 pEq� and

σ P L�E, CγpF, F q�, with γ ¡ p, the equation

dyt � σpytq dxt, y0 P F
has a unique solution path y : r0, T s Ñ W ; it depends continuously on the driving
rough path x and the initial condition y0 – see for instance [LCL07, Theorem 5.3].

Now let X : R�Ω Ñ T
tpu
1 pEq be a p-rough cocycle in the sense of Definition 2. The

next statement shows the existence of a cocycle solution flow map

ϕ : r0,8q � Ω� F Ñ F,

for which t ÞÑ ϕt
�
ω, z0

�
is a solution to the equation

dzt � σpztq dXtpωq, z0 P F (3.1)

on any time interval r0, T s.
19. Theorem – Let

�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
be a measurable metric dynamical system and let

X : R� Ω Ñ T
tpu
1 pEq

be a p-rough cocycle for some p ¥ 1. If σ P L�E, CγpF, F q�, for some γ ¡ p, then

there exists a unique continuous random dynamical system ϕ over
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
which

solves the rough differential equation (3.1).
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Proof – This is almost immediate. Denote by ψ : r0,8q � r0,8q � Ω � F Ñ F
the continuous random flow induced by equation (3.1), obtained as a continu-
ous function of X. Using the characteriation of z as solution to a Taylor-type
numerical scheme which only involves increments of X [Bai14b, BGLY14], one
sees that z|rs,ts depends only on zs and on pXu,vqs¤u v¤t. We therefore have

ψ
�
s� h, t� h, ω, z0

� � ψ
�
s, t, θhω, z0

�
for every 0 ¤ s ¤ t, every h ¥ 0, z0 P F and ω P Ω. Using the flow property of
ψ, it is easily seen that

ϕ
�
t, ω, z0

�
:� ψ

�
0, t, ω, z0

�
has the cocycle property. B

The very same argument justifies that a similar result holds for rough flows as-
sociated with rough driver cocycles – see [BR15]. We record that fact here. It
provides a clean extension to results on helix semimartingales reported in Arnold’s
book [Arn98]; at the same time, its application in the setting of Gaussian rough
drivers provides an interesting new class of cocycles over some non-Brownian noise
space.

20. Theorem – Let
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
be a measurable metric dynamical system and let V

be a pp, ρq-rough driver cocycle over
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
, for some 1 ¤ p   3 and ρ ¡ p{3.

There exists a unique continuous random dynamical system ϕ over
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
which

induces the solution flow of the equation dψ � Vpψ; dtq.
Let us come back to the rough differential equation (3.1). We want to include

now a drift in the equation for which we only assume a one-sided growth condition.
From now on, we will work on finite dimensional spaces, that is we assume E � Rd
and F � Rm. We consider rough differential equations of the form

dxt � bpxtq dt� σpxtq dXtpωq; t P r0,8q (3.2)

where X : R � Ω Ñ T
tpu
1 pRdq is a p-rough cocycle, b is a vector field on Rm and

σ P L�Rd, CγpRm,Rmq�. In the following, we aim to establish existence of a random
dynamical system ϕ : r0,8q � Ω � Rm Ñ Rm which solves the equation (3.2) in
the sense of Friz-Victoir – [FV10b, Section 10.3] or [RS17, Definition 1.1]. The
conditions on the drift vector field which we formulate here first appeared, in the
context of rough paths, in [RS17] – see also [SS17] where such conditions were used
in the context of Kunita flows.

 There exists a constant C1 such that@
bpxq, xD ¤ C1

�
1� |x|2�, for every x P Rm. (3.3)

 There exists a constant C2 such that���� bpxq � xbpxq, xyx
|x|2

���� ¤ C2

�
1� |x|�, for every x P Rmzt0u. (3.4)

 For every R ¡ 0, there exists an R-dependent constant C3pRq such that@
bpxq � bpyq, x� y

D ¤ C3pRq |x� y|2, for every x, y P Bp0, Rq. (3.5)
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 For every R ¡ 0, there exists an R-dependent constant C4pRq such that����� bpsq � bpyq �
@
bpxq � bpyq, x� y

Dpx� yq
|x� y|2

����� ¤ C4pRq |x� y|, (3.6)

for every x, y P Bp0, Rq, with x � y.

It is shown in [RS17, Theorem 4.3] that equation (3.2) generates a semiflow under
the assumption that the diffusivity σ P L�Rd, Cγ�1pRm,Rmq�, for some γ ¡ p, and
that the drift b is continuous and satisfies the above growth conditions. It turns out
that the cocycle property of X also implies the existence of a cocycle ϕ.

21. Theorem – Let
�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
be a measurable metric dynamical system and let

X : R� Ω Ñ T
tpu
1 pRdq

be a p-rough cocycle, for some p ¥ 1. Assume that σ is a Cγ�1pRm,Rmq-valued
one form on Rd, for some γ ¡ p, and that the drift b is continuous and satisfies the
growth conditions (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6). Then there exists a unique continuous
random dynamical system ϕ over

�
Ω,F ,P, θ

�
which solves the rough differential

equation with drift (3.2).

Proof – We use the flow transformation techniques as in [RS17, Theorem 4.3]. Con-
sider first the random flow

ψ : r0,8q � r0,8q � Ω� Rm Ñ Rm

induced by the random rough differential equation

dzt � σpztq dXtpωq; t P r0,8q. (3.7)

Note that under the above regularity assumption on σ, the flow ψ is differentiable
[FV10b, Proposition 11.11]. Set

J
�
s, t, ω, z0

�
:� �

Dξψps, t, ω, z0q
��1

for s, t P r0,8q, z0 P Rm and ω P Ω. We have already seen in the proof of
Theorem 19 that we have

ψ
�
s� h, t� h, ω, z0

� � ψ
�
s, t, θhω, z0

�
for every 0 ¤ s ¤ t, h ¥ 0, and every ξ P Rm and ω P Ω; the same identity holds
for J . Let

φ : r0,8q � r0,8q � Ω� Rm Ñ Rm

denote the continuous random semiflow induced by (3.2), whose existence and
continuity is shown in [RS17, Theorem 4.3]. We aim to show that for every
0 ¤ s ¤ t, every h ¥ 0, every x0 P Rm and every ω P Ω, we have

φ
�
s� h, t� h, ω, x0

� � φ
�
s, t, θhω, x0

�
. (3.8)

Fix h ¥ 0 and 0 ¤ s ¤ t. Choose T large enough such that t � h ¤ T , and
consider equation (3.2) on the compact time interval r0, T s. Fix ω P Ω and
x0 P Rm. In the proof of [RS17, Theorem 4.3], it is shown that there is a δ ¡ 0
such that, for s ¤ t, with��Xpθhωq��pp�var;rs,ts

� |t� s| ¤ δ, (3.9)

then φps, t, θhω, ξq is given by the formula

φ
�
s, t, θhω, x0

� � ψ
�
s, t, θhω, χspt, θhω, x0q

�
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where u ÞÑ χs
�
u, θhω, x0

�
is the forward-in-time solution of the ordinary differ-

ential equation

9yu � J
�
s, u, ω, yu

�
b
�
ψps, u, ω, yuq

�
ys � x0.

Since
��Xpθhωq��pp�var;rs,ts

� ��Xpωq��p
p�var;rs�h,t�hs

, we also have

φ
�
s� h, t� h, ω, x0

� � ψ
�
s� h, t� h, ω, χs�hpt� h, ω, x0q

�
for the same choice of s and t. Assume first that 0 ¤ s ¤ t ¤ T are close enough
to satisfy the constraint (3.9). We claim that in this case, we have

χs�h
�
t� h, ω, x0

� � χs
�
t, θhω, x0

�
.

We prove this by showing that the map u ÞÑ χs�h
�
u � h, ω, x0

�
solves the

equation

9yu � J
�
s, u, θhω, yu

�
b
�
ψps, u, ω, yuq

�
ys � x0.

Clearly, χs�h
�
s� h, ω, x0

� � x0, and

d

du
χs�hpu� h, ω, x0q

� J
�
s� h, u� h, ω, χs�h

�
u� h, ω, x0

�	
b
�
ψ
�
s� h, u� h, ω, χs�hpu� h, ω, x0q

�	
� J

�
s, u, θhω, χs�h

�
u� h, ω, x0

�	
b
�
ψ
�
s, u, θhω, χs�hpu� h, ω, x0q

�	
,

which implies the claim. It follows that

φ
�
s� h, t� h, ω, x0

� � ψ
�
s� h, t� h, ω, χs�hpt� h, ω, x0q

�
� ψ

�
s, t, θhω, χspt, θhω, x0q

� � φ
�
s, t, θhω, x0

�
for s, t close enough to satisfy the constraint (3.9). Let now s, t be arbitrary.
Then there are numbers pτnqn�0,...,N , with s � τ0   τ1   . . .   τN�1   τN �
t,and such that every pair pτn, τn�1q satisfies (3.9). We then have by the semiflow
property of φ

φ
�
s, t, θhω, x0

� � φ
�
τN�1, τN , θhω, �

� � � � � � φ�τ1, τ0, θhω, x0

�
� φ

�
τN�1 � h, τN � h, ω, �� � � � � � φ�τ1 � h, τ0 � h, ω, x0

�
� φ

�
s� h, t� h, ω, x0

�
.

Thus we have shown that (3.8) indeed holds for every choice of s ¤ t, h, x0

and ω. It is then easy to check that ϕ
�
t, ω, x0

�
:� φ

�
0, t, ω, x0

�
has the cocycle

property. B

A Paths of bounded variation

As usual, pE, | � |q denotes a real Banach space.

Definition – Let r�a, bs be an interval containing 0. The space C0,1�var
0

�r�a, bs, E�
is defined as the closure of the set of arbitrarily often differentiable paths x from
r�a, bs to E with x0 � 0 with respect to the 1-variation norm.
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22. Lemma – The set C0,1�var
0

�r�a, bs, E� contains all piecewise continuously differen-
tiable paths.

Proof – For simplicity we assume r�a, bs � r0, 1s. Let x : r0, 1s Ñ E be piecewise
differentiable, i.e. we assume that there is a dissection

D � t0   t1   . . .   tm � 1u
of r0, 1s such that rti, ti�1s Q t ÞÑ xt is continuously differentiable for all ti. Let
ϕ : R Ñ r0,8q be an arbitrarily often differentiable function with support in
r�1, 1s such that }ϕ}L1 � 1. For ε ¡ 0, set

ϕpεqptq :� ε�1ϕ

�
t

ε



.

Using the Bochner integral, we define

x
pεq
t :�

»
R
ϕpεqpt� sqxs ds.

Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem for the Bochner integral implies that
we can differentiate under the integral, thus xpεq is arbitrarily often differentiable
for every positive ε. We claim that

��x � xpεq
��
1�var

Ñ 0 for ε converging to 0.

It is sufficient to prove that
��x � xpεq

��
1�var;rti,ti�1s

Ñ 0 for ε Ñ 0 for all ti. We

have��x� xpεq
��
1�var;rti,ti�1s

�
» ti�1

ti

��x1s � �
xpεqs

�1�� ds ¤ » ti�1

ti

»
R

��ϕpεqps� uqpx1s � x1uq
�� du ds

¤ sup
sPrti,ti�1s

sup
s�ε¤u¤s�ε

|x1s � x1u|.

By uniform continuity of x1, the right hand side converges to 0 for εÑ 0 which
shows the claim. B

23. Proposition – The Banach space C0,1�var
0

�r�a, bs, E� is separable if and only if E
is separable.

Proof – For simplicity, we assume that r�a, bs � r0, 1s. Assume first that E is not
separable. The subset 

t ÞÑ vt : v P E( � C0,1�var
0

�r0, 1s, E�
is isomorphic to E, therefore it is not separable which implies that the space
C0,1�var

0

�r0, 1s, E� cannot be separable either. Now let E be separable. Let

D � t0   t1   . . .   tm � 1u
be a dissection of r0, 1s and set |D| � maxi |ti�1 � ti|. For a path x : r0, 1s Ñ E,
define xD : r0, 1s Ñ E by

xDt :� xti�1 �
ti�1 � t

ti�1 � ti
pxti�1 � xtiq for t P rti, ti�1s.

We claim that for smooth x : r0, 1s Ñ E, one has��xD � x
��
1�var

Ñ 0

for |D| Ñ 0. Indeed: one has��xD � x
��
1�var

�
¸
i

» ti�1

ti

����x1s � xti�1 � xti
ti�1 � ti

���� ds
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and» ti�1

ti

����x1s � xti�1 � xti
ti�1 � ti

���� ds ¤ |ti�1 � ti|
�

sup
tPrti,ti�1s

|x1t � x1ti | �
����x1ti � xti�1 � xti

ti�1 � ti

����
�
.

By assumption, x1 : r0, 1s Ñ E is continuous, hence uniformly continuous, so

max
i

sup
tPrti,ti�1s

|x1t � x1ti | Ñ 0

for |D| Ñ 0. For the second term, we can use the fundamental theorem of
calculus for the Bochner integral [PR07, Proposition A.2.3] twice to see that

xti�1 � xti � pti�1 � tiqx1ti �
» ti�1

ti

» s
ti

x2u du ds

which implies the bound����x1ti � xti�1 � xti
ti�1 � ti

���� ¤ |ti�1 � ti|}x2}8.

This shows that��xD � x
��
1�var

¤ max
i

sup
tPrti,ti�1s

|x1t � x1ti | � |D|}x2}8

which implies the claim. Since smooth paths are dense in C0,1�var
0

�r0, 1s, E�, one

can check that also xD converges to x in 1-variation topology as the mesh |D|
of the partition D tends to 0, for an arbitrary x P C0,1�var

0

�r0, 1s, E�. Now let
S � E be dense and countable and define

E �  
x : r0, T s Ñ E : x � xD for some D � t0   t1   . . .   tm � 1u with ti P Q
and xti P S for all ti P D

(
.

As we have the inclusion E � C0,1�var
0

�r0, 1s, E� from Lemma 22, our claim

implies that E is dense in C0,1�var
0

�r0, 1s, E�, which shows the assertion. B

B Basics on rough paths

We provide in this section some basics on rough paths; the reader is refered to the
lecture notes [LCL07, FH14], or [Bai14a], for pedagogical accounts of the theory.

We define rough path spaces for Banach space valued paths. Let I � R be a
compact interval and E a real Banach space where all tensor products are equipped
with compatible norms. For a path x : I Ñ TN1 pEq, we define its increments setting

xs,t :� x�1
s b xt

for s, t P I. Let p ¥ 1 and k P t1, . . . , Nu. The homogeneous p-variation metric is
defined as follows: for any two paths x,y : I Ñ TN1 pEq,

dp�var;Ipx,yq :� max
k�1,...,N

�
sup
D

¸
tiPD

|πkpxti,ti�1 � yti,ti�1q|
p
k

� 1
p

where the supremum is taken over all finite dissections D of the interval I. We also
define a “norm” by

}x}p�var;I :� dp�var;Ipx,1q.
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Let I � R be a compact interval containing 0. Note that any continuous path of
bounded variation x : I Ñ E has a natural lift to a path SN pxq : I Ñ TN1 pEq given
by

πkpSN pxqtq �

$''&
''%

³
∆k
r0,ts

dxb � � � b dx if t ¥ 0, 1 ¤ k ¤ N³
∆k
rt,0s

dxb � � � b dx if t ¤ 0, 1 ¤ k ¤ N

1 if k � 0.

(B.1)

Definition – The space C0,p�var
0

�
I, TN1 pEq� is defined as the set of continuous

paths x : I Ñ TN1 pEq with x0 � 1 for which there exists a sequence of paths

xn P C0,1�var
0 pI, Eq such that

dp�var;I

�
x, SN pxnq

�Ñ 0

for n Ñ 8. We equip it with the topology induced by the metric dp�var;I . For
N � tpu, this is the space of geometric p-rough paths.

Note that for every p P r1,8q and N ¥ 1, the natural lifting map

SN : C0,1�var
0 pI, Eq Ñ C0,p�var

0

�
I, TN1 pEq�

is continuous by standard Riemann-Stieltjes estimates. If x P C0,1�var
0 pI, Eq, we call

Stpupxq the canonical lift of x to a rough path.

24. Proposition – Let p P r1,8q and N ¥ 1. The space C0,p�var
0

�
I, TN1 pEq� is separable,

and therefore Polish, if and only if E is separable.

Proof – Assume that C0,p�var
0

�
I, TN1 pEq� is not separable. Since SN

�
C0,1�var

0 pI, Eq�
is dense in C0,p�var

0

�
I, TN1 pEq�, this set cannot be separable either. Since SN

is continuous on C0,1�var
0 pI, Eq, this space is also not separable. Proposition

23 then shows that E cannot be separable. Now let V be separable. From
Proposition 23, there is a countable, dense subset F � C0,1�var

0 pI, Eq. From

continuity of SN , the set SN pFq � C0,p�var
0

�
I, TN1 pEq� is dense, which already

implies the claim. B

C Basics on rough drivers and rough flows

We provide in this section some elementary picture of rough drivers and rough
flows, and refer the reader to the article [BR15] for more information on this subject.

The easiest way to get a hand on these objects is probably to start from an
elementary controlled ordinary differential equation. Let then v1, . . . , , v` be some
given smooth globally Lipschitz vector fields on Rm, and h1, . . . , h` be some real-
valued controls, defined on some time interval I. The solution flow pϕtsq0¤s¤t¤T of
the controlled ordinary differential equation

9zt � 9hit vipztq
enjoys then the Taylor expansion property

f � ϕts � f � �
hit � his

�
Vif �

�» t
s

» u1
s
dhju2 dh

k
u1



VjVkf �O

�|t� s|¡2
�

(C.1)

for all smooth functions f . The notion of rough driver captures the essence of the
different terms that appear in this local description of the dynamics.
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Let then I be a compact interval. For a time-dependent vector field V : I Ñ
CpRm,Rmq, set as usual Vs,t :� Vt � Vs, and recall the classical one-to-one corre-
spondence between vector fields and first order differential operators.

Definition – Let 2 ¤ p   3 and p � 2   ρ ¤ 1 be given. A weak geometric
pp, ρq-rough driver is a family

�
Vs,t

�
s¤tPI

, with

Vs,t :� �
Vs,t,Vs,t

�
,

and Vs,t a second order differential operator, such that

(i) the vector fields Vs,t are elements in C2�ρ
b pRm,Rmq, with

sup
s tPI

��Vs,t��C2�ρ

|t� s| 1p
  8,

(ii) the second order differential operators

Ws,t :� Vs,t � 1

2
Vs,tVs,t,

are actually vector fields, and

sup
s tPI

��Ws,t

��
C1�ρ

|t� s| 2p
  8,

(iii) we have

Vs,t � Vu,t � Vs,uVu,t � Vs,u,
for any s ¤ u ¤ t P I.

We use rough drivers to give a local description of the dynamics of a flow ϕ, under
the form of a Taylor expansion formula

f � ϕts � f � Vtsf � Vtsf. (C.2)

In the Taylor formula (C.1) for the controlled ordinary differential equation, the term�
hit � his

�
Vi plays the role of Vts, while the term

�³t
s

³r
s dh

j
u dhkr

	
VjVk has the role of

Vts; check that properties (i)-(iii) hold indeed for these two terms. We sometimes
use the formal notation

Ws,tpxq �
» t
s
rVdu1 , Vdu2spxq �

1

2

�» t
s
V i
s,upxqBiVdupxq �

» t
s
BiVs,upxqV i

dupxq


.

Note that if V is smooth in time, we can use Riemann-Stieltjes (or Young-) inte-
grals to make this notation rigorous. In particular, one can check that if V : I Ñ
C2�ρ
b pRm,Rmq is continuous with bounded variation, the above formulas for W and

V define a weak geometric rough driver, called the canonical lift of V .

Definition – For a weak geometric pp, ρq-rough driver V defined on some interval
I, set

}V}p,ρ;I :� sup
0¤s t¤T

$&
%
��Vts��C2�ρ

|t� s| 1p
_
gffe ��Wts

��
C1�ρ

|t� s| 2p

,.
-

and define an associated (pseudo-)metric setting

dp,ρ;IpV,V1q :� ��V �V1
��.
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A geometric pp, ρq-rough driver V is a pp, ρq-rough driver for which there exists a se-

quence of time dependent vector fields Vn : I Ñ C2�ρ
b pRm,Rmq which are continuous

and of bounded variation in time such that their associated weak geometric rough
drivers Vn satisfy

dp,ρ;IpV,Vnq Ñ 0

for nÑ8.

The following definition of a solution to an equation driver by a rough driver
emphasizes the fundamental role of the local description of a flow given by the
Taylor-loke formula (C.2).

Definition – Given a pp, ρq-rough driver V defined on a time interval I, a flow ϕ
is said to solve the rough differential equation

dϕ � Vpϕ ; dtq
if there exists a possibly V-dependent positive constant δ such that the inequality���f � ϕts � !

f � Vtsf � Vtsf
)���

8
À }f}C2�r |t� s| 3p

holds for all f P C2�r
b , and all s, t P I with 0 ¤ t� s ¤ δ. Such flows are called rough

flows.

It can be shown that for ρ ¡ p
3 , any weak geometric pp, ρq-rough driver V induces

a flow ψ of Cρ homeomorphisms on that given time interval I by solving the Kunita-
type equation

dψ � Vpψ ; dtq;
see [BR15, Definition 4 and Theorem 5].
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